COCKTAIL TRAINING
G-Rack bars can be changed in size or functionality - toolfree and with just a few steps. This makes G-Rack
the perfect bar for cocktail trainings and workshops. You can set up one larger bar or several small units. By
using the G-Raxx baseframe without the frontframe and bartop G-Raxx can be used as a table module.
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Cocktailtrainings often take place at fixed barcounters. It is not the best solution if the counter is not
organized well enough for that or if the space behind the counter is to narrow for larger groups or just not
presentable enough. If the main counter is used, workshops can only be organized outside business hours.
With G-Rack you can set up your bar whenever and whereever you like - inside or outside your location.
You can also use the G-Raxx baseframe just as a table module without frontpanels. By using extender trays
or speedracks you can enlarge your workspace up to 100%.
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If G-Raxx is used as a table module the trainer stays more visible to the students and the students can work at
the same time in teams or on their own. On the G-Raxx baseframe the extender tray can be used on 3 sides
while the speedrack can be used on 4 sides.
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The workspace can be organized and is visible from all directions. If several units are used every individual
participant can work on his own workstation.
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If you don`t have the space to set up whole G-Raxx baseframes or if you need a maximum in mobility you
can just leave out the G-Raxx baseframe. Worktop and base can be connected to a tabletop module. Used
on a regular table you will have a comfortable work height.
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This module can be used on tables you perhaps already have at the location. Worktops and bases can be
stored or carried in special bags. On the tabletop module the extender tray and the speedrack can be used
on 2 sides.
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